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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this practicum was to develop a program

aimed at increasing the level of achievement of first grade

students at the Edmund W. Flynn Model Elementary School. A

program was developed, implemented, and evaluated. The

diagnostic and placement procedure developed allowed for

student placement in programs aimed at individual strength

while providing remediation in areas of weakness. Programs

were developed to respond to identified needs. As a result

of the positive effect of the program, similar projects will

be implemented in several schools during the 1976-77 school

year. It is important to note that this program was developed

and implemented at no additional cost to the Providence

School Department.
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INTRODUCTION

The -arly identification of children with learning

di ficulties or learning "differences" and the structuring

of programs to respond to those identified needs have not

been widely evidenced in regular education. The testing

program for grade one at the Flynn School, prior to the

implementation of this practicum, was aimed at evaluating

children in terms of academie achievement. The resulting

instructional grouping of low, medium, or high, indicated

the need for varying the rate of instruction but not the

method. The method of instruction was the same for each

group. The inability of many children to perform in a manner

commensurate with their estimated potential and the extended

period of time elapsing between -chool entry and the identi-

fication of possible learning problems indicated a need to

reassess the instructional groupings. It became apparent

that a diagnostic screening procedure was needed that could

determine not only the level of entry and approximate rate of

learning, but also the preferred learning style (i.e., the

learning strengths and weaknesses). Given this information,

instructional groups could reflect the identified needs of

the children tested in tefais of alteli tive supportive and/or

remedial programs. The purpose of the screening and the

resulting instructional groups then, was the prevention of

educational disabilities to whatever degree possible, Also,
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instruction was to be aimed at the strengths of the learner.

The first grade pilot project is ba ed on the premise

that children learn differently and that they learn better

when instructed according to their preferred modality. Also,

early identification of learning style/preferred modality is

a determining factor in individualizing instructional programs.

The assumption being that It is possible to determine learning

style-preferred modality by testing and observing behavior.

Children were tested in groups of 10 or 12. Two teachers

administered the test: one teacher giving directions; one

teacher recording behaviors. Individual student profiles

were charted based upon the test results. Tho e children who

evidenced better visual than auditory strengths were given an

alternative to the traditional phonetic approach to reading.

This group was scheduled for a visual (whole work ) approach

for initial reading instruction. The individual student

profiles further indicated those areas in which each child

could benefit from remedial instruction. This instruction

was also provided.

A second important aspect of the program was the involve-

ment of the Pupil Personnel Team in assisting first grade

teachers and the school administration in meeting the total

needs of each child. This team approach enabled the school

administration to utilize the expertise of personnel in

different professional areas. The team was made up of myself,

the assistant principal, liaison teacher, guidance counselor,

7



social worker, diagnostic prescriptive teacher, and the school

nurse. As a result of testing and/or observing procedu. es,

children were identifi d as having po sible deficits which

would affect learning. Roferrals were then made to the team,

and appropriate action was taken. Also, during the school

year this process continued. It was the function of the

Pupil Personnel Team to intervene as early as possible in a

child's schooling to provide programs aimed at remediating

deficit areas. This team approach wes'al-o utilized at othe--

grade levels..

A third very important aspect of th s program was parent

involvement. Parents were asked to participate in several

workshops during the school year. The purpose of the workshop

activities was to keep parents informed as to their child's

progress throughout the year, to explain the reading program

and to give parents information as to activities that can be

conducted at home that would compliment the school program.

It was not the intention of this project to train parents to

be teachers. The intent of this section of the project was

to keep parents informed about their child-s progress and the

type of reading program being implemented. Also, activities

were planned so that parents would not place their children

under continuous pressure to learn to read.

As a result of this project the administration and

: faculty at the Flynn School-were able to develop and imple ent

a procedure allowing for student placement in pi(igrams aimed
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at individual strengths while providing remediation in a eas

of weakness. As a result of the positive effects of the

program, plans are underway for implementing similar projects

in several schools. Also, the Flynn School will continue

working to develop a more sophisticated program and thereby

improve the academic performance of Flynn students.



_
FIRST GRADE P 'OT pROJECT

Re sponsibili

As Principal of the Edmund W. Flynn Model School,

assumed --jor responsibility for developing and implementing

a program allowing for student placement in programs aimed

at individual strengths while providing remediation in area

of weakness. Assistance in developing and implementing this

program waa received from members of the Flynn administration,

the Diagnostic Prescriptive Teacher assigned to Flynn from

the Special Education DeparAlent, other members of the Pupil

Personnel Team, and the four first grade teachers. It is to

their credit that the program resulted in positive effects on

the children being served.

Prior to -h.= beginning of the 1975-76 school year, I

took the following steps in the planning and implementa ion

of the First Grade Pilot Project at the Edmund W. Flynn Model

Elementary School.

1. Developed a plan to prevent potential learning
problems by coordinatin- the services of the
following:

a. Classroom teachers, school nurse, guidance
counselor, social worker, liaison teacher,

10



diagnostic prescrip ive teacher, teacher aide,-
tutors, parents and administrators at the school
level.

b. School Clinic.

Family Service.

d. Rhode . sland Hospital - Pediatric Interns at our
school; Primary Caro Unit; Child Development
Center.

e. Rhode I- and College Learning Center.

f. Youth Guidance.

g. Student Relations Office.

h. Child Welfare Service!7.

Developed a screening procedure wh_ch would aid in
identifying each child's learning strengths for the
purpose of instructional grouping.

Developed an observation checklist which, in con-
junction with the screening battery, would aid in
identifying each child's learning weaknesses for the
purposes of remedial grouping.

Presented the program proposal to the Special Educa-
tion Administrator with respect to the identification
of learning disabilities for purposes of dissemina-
tion. As a result of this contact, the Special
Education Administrator maintained the service of a
Diagnostic Prescriptive Teacher on a full time basis
at Flynn.

Developed a proposal for approval by the State
Department of Education for ten released time days.
These released time days were utilized in implement-
ing the parent and screening aspects of the project.

Implementation Procedure

The first step in the implementation procedure was for

me, as Principal, to coordinate the services of school and

11



non-school personnel to better meet the tot-1 needs of

students. As a result, a Pupil Personnel Team was established

at the school level for purposes of utilizing the expertise of

personnel in different profes.ional areas. The team was made

up of myself, the assistant principal, lia son teacher,

guidance counselor, social worker, diagnostic prescriptive

teacher, and the school nurse. Also available to the Pupil

Personnel Team was a social worker assigned to the School

Clinic and the school system psychologist.

attended Pupil Personnel Team meetings on a

completion of the organization of the team,

procedure was established.

Step 1 - A referral to the team could be ini iated by

any member of the team- by the classroom teacher, special

area.teacher or parent. Generally, referrals were initia-ed

by classroom teachers.. For this purpose a short referral

form was developed by the team. The information requested

that the classroom teacher answer three questions: (1) State

the child's problem; (2) State the methods implemented by the

teacher to resolve the problem; and (3)

These people

need basis. Upon

the following

State the child's

strengths. (See Appendix A)

Step 2 - The submission of the initial referral form

automatically initiated a Pupil Personnel Team Conference.

This conference would be held within two weeks from the date

the referral form was submitted. Prior to the team confer-

ence, the following information was collected.

12



a. Testing information - Permanent Record Card.
b. Family history - Accumulated by Social Vorker.
c. Information from previous teachers; parent

teacher conference forms. (See Appendix EI
d. Information from special area teachers;

specialist form. See Appendix C)

Step 3 Once appropriate information was gathered, a

conference would be held at one of the weekly Pupil Personnel

Team meetings. Members of the team; the classroom teacher;

area specialists, when aPpropriate; and other school'depart-

ment personnel, when appropriate, would attend. At this

meeting, the case would be presented and agreement reached on

bow best to meet the needs of the child. Recommendations

would range from minor classroom modifications to a complete

testing battery including a physical, psychological, and

educational evaluation.

2122_4 - A follow-up conference was also scheduled within

a four week period, or as soon as possible, depending upon the

recommendations made in Step 3. At this time the appropriate

personnel would re-evaluate the situation and make further

recommendations. They might range from continuing the
.

recommendations previously discussed to referral to an outsIde

agency for assistance.

am_2 - The case r _ rred to the team would remain open

until final disposition. This could be placement in a special

class, graduation or until the team and all concerned parties

agreed that the problem had been resolved.

Prtor to the 1975-76 school year and the impLementation

13
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of this effort, the Flynn School utilized the Pupil Personnel

Team approach. Meetings were scheduled on a need basis. As

implemented, little priority was given this concept, and the

performance of the team in terms of meeting the needs of the

students was less than desirable. To improve the performance

of the t am a time-table approach was established. The

PUpil Personnel Team would meet each Friday from 9:30 to

11:00 A.M. All team members were required to attend and were

responsible for planning their daily schedule so as not to

interfere with meetings. In effect, the Pupil Personnel Team

had first priority. For each meeting, team members would

review one or two new referrals. This would be done within a

45 minute time block. The team would then utilize the next

30 minutes for discussion of a student previously referred to

the team. This is called the follow-up conference. The

remaining 30 minutes would be utilized for reviewing recommen-

dations previously discussed and for assuring that team

members received assignments based upon the recommendations.

This procedure along with the five steps previously discussed

resulted in a team approach which utilized all available

expertise in meeting the needs of Flynn students.

If it is determined by the Pupil Personnel Team that the

student's needs were beyond the scope of the services available

at the school level, a referral would be made to the appro-

priate community agency. (Turm to Appendix D for several of

the agencies utilized by the Flynn School.)

1 4



The second step in the implementation procedure was to

develop a screening program which would aid in identifying

each child's learning strengths for the purpose of instruc-

tional grouping. It was apparent that the diagnostic

screening procedure had to determine not only the level of

entry and the approximate rate of learning, but also the

preferred learning style. This was accomplished by selecting

testing materials that would best measure readiness skills.

The following tests were selected in meeting the above objec-

tiv s.

1. Slingerland P e-ReadinA Screening_ Procedure, - The

tests included in this procedure are intended for use with

small groups of children. They provide a method for identify-

ing, within a reasonable time from among a large number of

children, those that may have difficulty in beginning instruc-

tion. The test was administered to the entire first grade

population in order to identify those children making errors

in perception and recall of language symbols. This often

indicates the possibility of specific language disabilities.

The Slingerland Pre-Reading Screening Procedure was necessary

as a means of assisting the school to identify the following

first grade academic needs.

a. Children who show readiness to learn to read,' write
and spell when taught by any conventional method.

b. Children who, while appearing ready, show indicatio s
of specific language disability calling for immedia e
preventive instruction.
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c. Children who appear ready to begin but show potential
language and perceptual difficulties that should be
watched in case they become serious problems later.

Children who show language corausion and lack of
readiness, but who have mental and cthronological ages
so far below six years that allowing more time for
development before formally introducing them to read-
ing appears best for them.

e. Children who appear unready in all areas and need a
time delay and a variety of activities to foster
maturational, mental, and language development regard-
less of chronological age

Children who need additional testing or referral for
medical advice.1

The following tests are included in the Blingerl d Pre-

Reading Screening Procedure.

Test 1. Visual Discrimination of Letter Forms With
Motor Response.

Test 2. Visual - Discrimination of Word Forms With
Motor Response.

Test 3 Visual - Visual Perception Memory With Motor
Response.

Test 4. Visual - Motor Copying, With Motor Response.

Test 5. Visual - Motor, 'Visual Perception Memory With
Motor Response.

Test 6. Auditory - Discrimination With Motor Response.

Test 7. Letter Knowledge With Motor Response.

1. Beth H. Slingerland, Teacher's 4anual to Ac o pany Pre-
Reading Screening Procedures, Page 10
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2. Metro oliten Readiness Tests - The tests in this

procedure are intended for use with small groups of children.

They are intended to measure skills and abilities that

indicate readiness for first grade instruction. The chief

factors that contribute to readiness for first grade instruc-

tion include "linguistic attainments and aptitudes, visual

and auditory perception, muscular coordination and motor

skills, number knowledge, and the ability to follow directions

and to pay attention in group work."2 Since several tests are

being utilized in conjunction with the Metropolitan, it is not

necessary to administer the total battery of tests to all

first grade children. The following are the tests selected

and the rationale for their use.

Test 1. Word Meaning, a 16-item picture vocabulary test.

This test measures verbal concepts and indicates the breadth

of a child's oral vocabulary. It was selected for those

students observed as having difficulty following directions

and who did poorly on Test 2 of the Metropolitan - Listening.

Poor results on this test would indicate those children who

would benefit from remediation in language development. The

test would then serve as a pre and post test measure.

2, Gertrude H. Hildreth, Ph.D.; Nellie L. Griffiths M.A.;
Mary E. MoGauvran, Ed.D.; netropolitan Readiness Tests,
Manual of Directions, Form A, Page 3

1 7
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Test 2. Listening a 16-item test of ability to compre-

hend phrases and sentences instead of individual words. This

test measures the child's ability to comprehend phrases and

sentences. As required in the first grade, the child in st

attend to what is said and keep ideas in mind for brief

periods of time. This test was administered to the ent_ e

first grade population.

Test 3. Matching, a 14-item test of visual perception

involving the recognition of similarities. It measures

visual-perceptual skills which are related to those Involved

in discriminating word forms in beginning reading. This test

was selected for those students scoring poorly, on Test. 1 aad

Test.2 of the Slingerland, visual discrimination of letter

forms and visual discrimination of word forms. Poor resufts

on this test would then indicate those children who would

benefit from a remedial group on visual perception. The test

would then serve as a pre and post test measure.

3 Gates-MacGinitie Reading Tests - The tests are

intended for use at the beginning of the first grade with

small groups of children. Since it is being administered in

conjunction with several other tests, it is necessary to

administer only three of the eight subtests available. The

following subtests were selected as part of the screening

procedure.

Subtest 1, Ii2=11_2211mktmi,2a. This subtest

18



measures the child's ability to understand the total thought

of a simple story. It was selected for this screening

procedure to assist in measuring the inefficiencies of

students in areas of receptive language and areas of compre-

hension. The Metropolitan Readiness Test I was also

administered for this purpose.

Subtest 2. Auditory Discrimination. This subtest

measures the child's skill in distinguishing two words of

similar sound. This test was selected for use in conjunction

with the Slingerland Pre-Reading Tests 1 and 2. It will

allow for comparing test scores for auditory discrimination

and visual discrimination.

Subtest 7, Auditory Blending. This subtest provides

information about the child's ability to join the parts of a

word, presented orally, into a whole word. It was selected

to be administered to the entire first grade population.

Children having difficulty on this test and the Slingerland

Test 6 would benefit from remediation in auditory discrimina-

tion.

4. Boehm Test of Basic Concepts - This test is designed

to measure a child's mastery of the basic concepts necessary

for success in the first two years of schooling. It is

appropriate for use in grades kindergarten, 1 and 2. For

purposes of this screening program, the test was selected to

identify children's deficiencies in the areas of basic:

19
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concepts and also to iden ify children that would profit from

instruction on individual concepts. Children having problems

in the area of basic concepts would be selected for remedia-

tion. The test would then serve as a pre and post test

measure. The basic concepts on this test and the context

category of each concept is listed in Appendix E of this

project.

5. Kindergarten Auditorv Screening Test - The purpose

of this test is the early identification of children who may

have auditory perceptual difficulties. Auditory perception

involves the ability to organize, interpret, and understand

what ls heard. A deficit in the area of auditory perception

may result in auditory messages becoming distorted, confused,

or blocked. Since children learn mostly by listening, a

deficit in this area generally results in academic difficul-

ties. Remediation and auditory training can assist the child

in overcoming this deficit before encountering serious diffi-

culties in academic areas.

6. California Achievement Test - This test was selected

for use in the summative evaluation of this report. It will

provide necessary data in determining the success of this

effort.

The t ird step in the implementation p-ocedure was to

develop an observation checklist which, in conjunction with

2 0
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the screening battery, would aid in identifying each child's

learning weaknesses for the purpose of remedial grouping.

Observations of children during testing is necessary to ensure

that proper conditions exist prior to and during the testing

period. It is the responsibility of the observer to ensure

that each child is on target and that the child'S inability to

answer test questions is not related to any factors other than

not knowing the answer. Also, it is the observer's responsi-

bility to detect behaviors which may result in the child's

inability to perform academically at the first grade level.

The behavior checklist included the following behaviors:

1. Uncooperative; refuse to participate.
2. Hesitant to respond.
3. Seeks constant reassurances.
4. Cried,
5. Excessive erasures; corrections
6. Frequently looks at the work of other students.
7. Asks for repetition of directions.
8. Looks confused regarding directions.
9. Did not follow directions.

10. Asked irrelevant questions.
11. Easily distracted from task.
12. Evidenced frustration; anger.
13. High level of activity.
14. Rubbed eyes.
15. Squinted at distant stimuli.
16. Worked close to paper.
17. Had difficulty turning paper.
18. Awkward pencil grip.
19. Dropped pencil/crayon.
20. Difficulty moving marker.
21. Left-handed.
22. Additional observations and comments rega ding

behavior (thumb sucker, restless, etc. ), (See
Appendix E)

The fourth step in the i-plementation procedure wa:- to

develop a plan that would encourage parent interest

21
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cooperation, and participation in their child s education.

This would be accomplished by allowing parents to actively

participate in the planning of programs, by informing parents

of all aspects of their child's education and by allowing

parents to participate in the educational process as deter-

mined by the needs of the individual child. In order to mee

these goals, the following program was established for parent

activities thmughout the school year.

1. Parent Orientation - During the first week of school

parents of incoming first grade students would be invited to

attend an orientation sessjon. At this session, parents

would be given the necessary information regarding all aspe ts

of the school program. Orientation sessions were scheduled

for September 3rd, 4th, and 5th. Parents would attend, in

groups of thirty, one of the above days.

2. Parent WorkshoR - Approximately one month into the

school year, a reading workshop would be scheduled for

parents. At this workshop, parents would be informed as tO

their child's reading program. They also would be given

instruction as to how they could assist their child in

successfully performing in the program, The program selected

for each child would be determined by the screening procedure.

The children would also demonstrate to the parents how they

had progressed during the first few weeks of school.

3. Parent Conferences - Twice during the school year, _

parents would be invited to attend a conference to discuss

22



their child's progress. At this conference, pa ents would be

informed of areas of strength and weakness in the social as

well as academic behavior of their child. As a follow-up to

the workshop, parents would also be given suggestions for

helping the child at home in areas of need. In this way, the

parent becomes a partner with the school in working towards

meeting the individual needs of each child. Parent confer-

ences were scheduled during November and April.

4. Parent Advisory Board - During the orientation

session at the beginning of the school year, parents were

encouraged to actively participate in school affairs. Paren s

were given an opportunity to join the parent advisory group.

Meetings were scheduled on the first Tuesday of each month.

At these meetings, parents had an opportunity to participate

in the planning of educational programs, assist in the devel-

opment of the school budget and to sponsor educational

programs throughout the school year.

The fifth step in the implementation procedUre was to

present the program proposal to the appropriate central staff

administrators to ensure support for the project, The project

was presented to my immediate supervisor, the Planning and

Staff Development Manager, and the Special Education Adminis-

trator, The project was presented as part of the Five Year

Plan submitted by each school. The proposal was accepted by

the appropriate personnel. As a result of the contact made

23
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with the Spe ial Education AdminIstrator, the services of the

Diagnostic P escriptive Teacher were maintained at Flynn on a

full-time basis.

Once approved by the appropriate central staff personnel,

a proposal for app oval by the State Department of Education

for ten released time days was presented. These released

time days were utilized in implementing the parent and screen-

ing aspects of the project. As a result of the approval of

the ten released time days, all phases of the project were

implemented during the school day. This was important in

that no funds were available for workshop or other activities

after school.

By September, 1975, the planning and implementation

design had been completed. A screening and placement proce-

dure was established that would ensure the implementation of

programs aimed at the identification of individual strengths

and weaknesses and also provide educational programs to

respond to those needs. Implementation of the program was

the next step and would take place when the school year began.

2 4
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PRO RAM IMPLEME TATION

The implementation of the first grade pilot proje t

consisted of several components. They included the parent

component, student screening, student placement student

remediation, and program evaluation. The success of the

project was contingent upon proper implementation of each.

component as stated in the Implementation Procedure of this

report. The following is an item-by-item description of each

stage of program implementation in the time frame it occurred.

For purposes of organization, however, the formative evalua-

tion, although ongoing throughout this effort, will be

included in the last section of this report.

Parent Orientation Sessions

Parent orientation activities were conducted on the 3rd,

4th, and 5th of September. Approximately thirty parents

attended each of the three orientation sessions. This allowed

each of the ninety parents of incoming first grade students

to attend an orientation session and participate in the

scheduled activities. The orientation session lasted approx-

imately two hours and included the following activities.

1. ORening, Address - As principal, I delivered the

opening address. It included a statement of the school

25
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philosophy on the importance of parent involvement in the

education of their children. Parents were also informed of

the school's expectations as to the level of involvement that

would be expected. The following is a brief summary of the

opening address.

"During the first five years of life, every
thing your child learned was the result of your
efforts as parents. During the next several years
the continued progress made by your child will
depend, to a greater extent, on you. You cannot
obsolve yourself of the responsibility for your
child's education because he is enrolled in school.
This happens all to often and certainly will not be
in the best interest of the child."

Following this, parents were presented with the school's

philosophy on the importance of a positive self concept

"The development of a positive self concept
is necessary for proper development of the whole
child. The child's willingness to learn, his
academic achievement, and his social behavior is
directly related to how he feels about himself.
As parents, you play a major role in the develop-
ment of a positive self concept. Do not compare
your children's abilities. When discussing
academic achievement, do not use negative terms
such as 'you are stupid' or 'you must be slow.'
When correcting poor social behavior, only be
concerned with the inappropriate behavior, not
the child personally. Do not say 'you are a
sneak', etc.; only discuss the behavior."

2. School Pe el - Upon completion of the opening

address, I introduced the first grade teachers and members of

the administrative team. Each team member then gave a short

introduction as to her role in meeting the needs of the

children. The following porsonnel were introduced.



a, Ap,21211-mI_ErincIaal - It is the role o
the assistant principal to maintain
adequate discipline to assure an educa-
tional environment conducive to learning.
Parents will be informed as to their
child's behavior, both good and bad, as
it relates to this goal.

b. Guidance Counselor - It is the role of
the counselor to work with children in
the areas of self-concept, self-awareness
social adjustment, career awareness, and
school adjustment. This would be accom-
plished by large and small group sessions,
and individual counseling sessions, when
appropriate. The counselor would also be
working with parents in achieving the
above goals.

Social Worker - It is the role of the
social worker to work with families having
problems affecting the child's ability to
function in school. The areas of concern
are absenteeism, improper dress, improper
care, housing needs, and financial problems.

d. Diagnostic Prescriptive_ Teacher - It is the
role of the DPT to assist the classroom
teacher in the development of educational
plans for individual students with special
needs. Educational testing is also provided
to assist the school in determining learning
deficits of these children. Parents are
informed of such testing and are required to
assist the school by taking the child to an
outside agency if appropriate, This may
simply mean a visit to the eye doctor or a
complete medical evaluation.

e. Community Liaison Teacher - It is the role
of the community liaison teacher to encour-
age parent and community participation in
the activities of the school. The community
liaison teacher serves as coordinator of
community programs within the school, such
as high school and college tutorial programs.

School Nurse - It is the role of the school
nurse to care for the health needs of stu-
dents, The school nurse will also maintain
health records and inform appropriate staff
as to conditions which may impair the
students' ability to learn.
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Screeri1nPrograrn Presentation - The next step in

the orientation program included an explanation of the screen-

ing program. Parents were informed as to the tests given,

the purpose of the tests, and possible results of the testing

information. Parents were informed that test results would

assist the school in identifying the following individual

needs.

Preferred:Modality - To determine appro-
priate reading Program for each child.
Visual and auditory programs were
explained.

b. Deficit Areas - To determine areas of
weakness of individual students who
might benefit from a remediation program.
This would include the areas of auditory
and visual perception, motor coordination,
and language development skills.

Learning Disabilities - To identify deficit
areas that are so severe that extended
remediation and evaluation is necessary.
This may necessitate referral to special
education and or a complete medical evalu-
ation.

4. flynn_s[120.21E2graml - The next step in the orien-

tation program was to give parents an overview of the programs

at Flynn. These included programs in the areas of Reading,

Math, Science, Music Art, Physical Education, and Health.

Basically, it was explained to parents that the above programs

were available to all students; also, that they were avail-

able on a much more extensive basis. An example is in the

area of art. All children are scheduled for art on a regular

basis, as in other schools, for basic art content. The
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curriculum presented during this class will be similar to

that presented in most art programs. In addition to this,

however, children also participate in the "Art Studio" pro-

gram. In this program, children are assigned to the art room

in small groups and are given an opportunity to particip te

in art activities of their choice. This allows children to

work in a situation which encourages choice and allows for a

creative atmosphere.

5. Request fox In: -ation - The next step was for

parents to complete all necessary registration forms- healh

forms, emergency forms, and family history records. This

information was compiled for a student folder to be used as

indicated by the needs of each individual child. Appendix F

includes all information requested at the orientation session.

6. Closing Remarks - As principal, I addressed the

parents for some closing remarks. Duriag the closing remarks,

summarized what was stated previously in terms of the

importance of parental involvement and what that would mean

for the parents of children attending Flynn. The following

are the activities planned for parents to attend.

a. Readin Worksho - This workshop would
e held in October. At this time parents

would be informed as to their child's
reading program, auditory or visual, and
how they could help their child at home.

2 9
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parent .conferenoes - Parents were
informed that conferences_would be held
in November and again in April for the
purpose of informing them of their
child's progress and also what they
should be doing at home to assist their
child.

c. School Attendance - Parents were told
that their primary responsibility is to
impress upon their children the impor-
tance of attending school. As an example,
they should attend all functions requested.
This included an Autumnfest, Reading Work-
shop, Parent Conferences, and Parent Board
Meetings.

In summary, parents were made aware of their responsibil-

ity in terms of the role they were expected to play in the

educational process. They were also made aware of the educa-

tional programs and the personnel available to students

attending the Flynn School. Parents were given all the neces-

sary information during the Parent Orientation Session to make

them full partners with the school in providing the most

meaningful education for their children. The Parent Orienta-

tion Program resulted in a better understanding, on the part

of the parents of the educational process. It also resulted

in better communications between the home and school, and

most importantly it resulted in a more positive educa ional

experience for their children.
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SCREENING PROGRAM

The screening program was conducted on the 3rd, 4tho and

5th of September. Approximately thirty students participated

in the program on each of the three days. This allowed for

the testing of students in small groups as required by the

test manuals. The testing program lasted approximately three

hours. Students, however, remained in school for the full

day. This allowed adequate time for testing, observations,

and rest periods. During testing periods, the children were

divided into groups of ten or twelve. Two teachers adminis-

tered a test for each group: one teacher giving directions;

one teacher recording behaviors. The following tables list

the goals, objectives, and evaluation devices utilized in

implementing the screening program.

TABLE A

Goal 1 - To determine which children are appropriate candidates
for the traditional phonics approach.

Objective

Child will demonstrate ability to
discriminate between similar sounds.

Child will demonstrazie ability to
blend sounds into meaningful units.

Child will demonstrate ability to
repeat words or phrases in a
manner commensurate with the norm
for his peer group.

Evaluation Procedure

Slingerland Pre-Reading
Test: Subtest 6; Auditory
Discrimination.

Gates MacGinitie Readi-
ness Test: Subtest 7;
Auditory Blending.

Siingeriand Pre-Reading
Test: Subtest 8;
Echclalia Test - individ-
ual Auditory.
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TABLE B

Goal 2 - To determine which children are appropriate candidates
for a visual approach to reading.

pbjective

Child will demonstrate ability to
discriminate between or among visual
stimuli with a degree of accuracy
that surpasses his auditory discrim-
ination performance.

Child will demonstrate ability to
recall visual stimuli with a degree
of accuracy that surpasses his
auditory recall performance.

TABLE_ C

Evaluation Procedure

Slingerland Pre-Reading
Test: Subtest 6; Auditory
Discrimination.

(Compare)
Slingerland Pre-Reading
Test: Subtest 1 & 2;
Visual Discrimination.

Slingerland Pre-Reading
Test: Subtest 8; Compare
Auditory Sequencing and
Visual Memory.

Go - To determine which children exhibit behavior indica-
tive of possible learning or behavior problems that
would require further evaluation.

ObAactive

Child exhibits inability to deal
with the testing situation (ex.
frustration, inattention, anxiety).

Child exhibits difficulty in under-
standing and/or following directions.

Child exhibits difficulty in focus
and attention.

Child exhibits ,difficulty in
performing paper and pencil tasks.

3 2

Evaluation Procedure

Review and assessment of
pertinent observations
from Observation Check-
list.

Review and assessment of
pertinent observations
from Observation Check-
list.

Review and assessment of
pertinent observations
from Observation Check-
list.

Review and assessment of
pertinent observations
from Observation Check.-
list. (See Appendix E -
Observation Checklist)
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TABLE I)

Goal 4 - To determine which children are appropriate candid 'es
for small group instruction des gned to develop
deficit readiness skills.

Obl ctive

Child will exhibit inefficiencies
in arew4 of receptive language and
areas of comprehension.

Child will exhibit inefficiencies
ir.reas of visual perception.

Child will exhibit inefficiencies
in areas of auditory perception.

Evaluat on Procedure

Metropolitan Readiness
Test: Subtest 1; Vocab.
Gates MacGinitie Readi-
ness Test: Subtest 1;
Listening.

Metropolitan Readiness.
aingerland Pre-Reading
Test: Subtest 1, 2, 3,
4 & 5.

Slingerland Pre-Reading
Testi Subtest 6.
Gates MacGinitie Readi-
ness Test: Subtest 7.

Child will exhibit inefficiencies Boehn Test of Basic
in mastery of basic concepts. Concepts: Parts 1 & 2.

Review and assessment
of observed behavior.
Behavior Checklist.

Upon completion of the screening program, a profile chart

was developed for each child. It included information on the

child's ability to perform auditory skills such as auditory

discrimination; auditory blending; sequencing; and listening

comprehension, and visual skills such as visual discrimination;

visual Memory; and copying. Also included on the profile chart

is a score indicating %he child's mastery of basic concep-

his ability to write his name, the alphabet, and numbers from

one to ten. The child s raw score on each test was then
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translated into a letter score of high, medium, or low for

purposes of student evaluation and placement. Appendix G

includes tests administered to each student and his score.

(See Table E page 31, for auditory scores of students in

Auditory Reading Program and Table F, page 36, for visual

ores of students in Visual Reading Program.)
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STUDENT PLACEMENT

The successful implementation of the screening program

resulted in the compilation of data that would be required in

determining the preferred learning modality of each first

grade student. The data would also be utilized in determining

those students who would be appropriate candidates for the

remediation prograin and those students who would be referred

to the Pupil Personnel Team for further evaluation. The stu-

dent placement component of this report includes information

regarding the identification of the preferred learning modal-

ity of each student and the reading program implemented as

determined the the identified modality.

As stated previously, students were tested to determine

the appropriate candidates for the traditional phonics

approach. Table E lists the students identified as deter-

mined by the testing results. The tests measured the child's

ability in the areas of auditory discrimination, auditory

blending, and listening comprehension. 67 students were

identified as having greater strength in the auditory area.

Four of these students, however, scored in the low range on

at least one of the tests. They were included as appropriate

candidates for the phonics approach however, as they also

scored in the low range in the visual areas. The students

identified as appropriate candidates for the phonics approach

were placed in the Total Reading Program.

3



TABLE

Student Auditory Auditory Auditory
Identification Blending Discrimination Sequencing

18
19_ M None
20

22

42
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TIAILL__E_LaaLt/

Auditory
Tdentification Blending

Auditory Auditory
D scriminati n SeQuencing
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PHONICS APPROACH

Total Reading Program

Students identified as being appropriate candidates for

the phonics approach were placed in the Total Reading Program.

It is a complete language arts program which integrates the

teaching of reading, writing, spelling, and speech through an

understanding of the phonetic components of the English

language. The program was developed with an emphasis on self-

reliance in reading and an individualized approach allowing

each child to progress at his own rate. "The core of the

method is as follows:

OUNDS OF THE LETTER

The child learns the sounds of the letters of the alphabet by
writing them and saying them at the same time. (Throughout
the learning process there is a total involvement of the
visual, aural, and kinesthetic senses.

A VOWEL CODE

He learns a vowel code, which he uses to mark the words he
writes from the sounds given in dictation by the teacher.
Then he can decode the words independently through knowledge
of the sounds of the consonants and the vowel code marks.

USE OF PHONOGRAMS

As more words are introduced, he learns the rest of the phono-
grams, which include diphthongs and the vowel and consonant
digraphs. He marks the phonograms in words with the vowel
code or consonant sound. As he writes the words, always using
them orally in a sentence, he learns certain spelling rules
which hold true for most words in the English language.
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ORAL TEACHING

At the same time c nsiderable emphasis is placed on oral
prehension readiness and oral creativity.

Beginning reading words are introduced rapidly (eight a day
with an average First Grade group). As soon as he can read
twenty-five words by sight, the child begins working on sen-
tences, reciting individually to the teacher only when he has
mastered the content by himself. He is soon reading stories
of four or five lines and matching pictures for comprehension.

As the individualized reading program progresses, he shares
in group reading the books of the basel series available in
the classroom. He advances to the Kit and Kat comprehension
stories and Ls'gjijItgf.A_Ey_Eyggil, a collection of familiar
fables and stories written to expand his reading ability.
During the course of the first year he may read fifty or more
library books, and complete comprehension worksheets prepared
by Total Reading for the basel texts.

Early in the first year he starts writing his own sentences,
and studies a spelling list composed of the errors he makes
in his own written work. He advances with confidence to
creative writing having no fear of spelling and well prepared
for making up his own stories through oral expression of his
creative ideas in the early months of school.

Finally he studies the Spelling Rules and spelling words that
are grouped ystematically to show consistencies as well as
exceptions.'

If based upon the screening procedure, students could not

be identified as having a preferred learning style, they w

placed in the Total Reading Program because throughout the

learning process there is a total involvement of the visual,

aural, and kinesthetic senses. In several cases, students

showed equal strength and/or weakness in both the auditory

and visual areas.

Mary Minor Johnston, Senior Author; Ruth kinor Scanlon,
Programs Consultant; Total Reading Manual - Introduction,
Pages 4 & 5
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VISUAL APPROACH

Students identified as being appropriate candidates for

the visual approach were placed in the Visual Reading Program.

Table F on Page 36 lists the students A.dentified as determined

by the screening procedure. The tests administered measure

the child's ability in the areas of visual discrimination,

visual perception memory, copying, and copy memory. 17 stu-

dents were identified as being appropriate candidates for the

visual program. Two of these students, however, scored in

the low range on at lea t one of the tests. They were

included as appropriate candidates for the visual approach,

however, as their overall performance indicated greater visual

strength.

Unlike the phonics program, no one commercial program

seemed appropriate for the visual learners. As a result

visual reading program was developed based upon the identi ied

strengths of the students placed in the visual program.

Table G on Page 37 lists the goals developed for the visual

reading program. Appendix H includes the goals objectives

methods, materials obtained to achieve objectives, and an

evaluation procedure designed to measure the success of the

visual reading program. The program will be revised, if

necessary, for the 1976-77 school year.

4 0
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F *

Visual
Discrimination_ _

letter word
form form

Visual
Perception Memo

6

21

24

2

4

49

63

64

6

71

79_

* Although 17,.students were identified as visual learners,
3 students transferred. during the school year and have not
been included in thia table.-
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TABLE G

Visual Reading Program

Goal 1 - By the conclusion of the school year, 90% of the
children will have mastered a sight vocabulary of
between 70 to 250 words.

Goal 2 - By the conclusion of the school year, 90% of the
children will have mastered all Twenty-six letter
names and forms alphabet).

Goal 3 - By the conclusion of the school year, 90% of the
children will have mastered association of between
8-20 beginning sounds and symbols.

Goal 4 - By the conclusion of the school year, 90% of the
children will have demonstrated ability to unlock
(decode) new words through use of: familiar visual
elements (word "families," etc.) and substitution

of initial consonant with 80-100% accuracy.

Goal 5 - By the conclusion of the school year, 90% of the
children will demonstrate ability to unlock new
words through the use of beginning sounds and
context clues with 80-100% accuracy.

4 2



RE IATION PROGRAM

The remediation program consisted of remedial groups in

the areas of basic concepts, auditory perception, visual

perception, and language development. Each group met for a

period of eight weeks. Small group instruction was provided

each day for a one half-hour period. Approximately forty

students were identified as'appropriate candidates for the

remediation program. Students were selected based upon the

individual profile reports as developed during the screening

program. The following includes information on each remedial

group.

Proup_l - Auditory Perception

The students selected as appropriate candidates for the

auditory perception remedial group scored below the 20th

percentile on the auditory discrimination tests administered

during, the screening program. The purposes of the remedial

group were to increase the student s ability to discriminate

sounds, to increase the student's ability to identify words

beginning with the same sound, and to increase the student s

ability to distinguish sounds from distracting background

noises. The methods and materials utilized to attain the

above objectives included Sound Order Sense, Egy212ELagilla-

readin Skills Kit DLM Pro ram for Auditory Perception

4 3
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Training, and Listen and_Do Records. Table H lists the

students identified as appropriate candidates for the auditory

perception remedial group.

AuditorY PeroePtiOAfiqmedial.Grou

Student
Identification

3

6

9

Auditory
atnitaz

18

20

45

48 M-

52

63

Auditory
D scrimination

* Student was observed copying. The test was not valid.

Group 2 - Visual Perception

The students selected as appropriate candidates for the

visual perception remedial group scored below the 20th percen-

tile on the visual discrimination, visual memory, and copying

tests administered during the screening program. The purposes

4 4
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of the remedial group were to increase the student's ability

to differentiate geometric shapes, patterns, letters, words,

and numerals; to increase the student's ability to identify

and reproduce from memory forms and patterns; and to increase

the student's ability to copy a geometric form, letter, or

numeral. The methods and materials utilized to attain the

above objectives included DLM materials for visual discrimin-

ation, Kinesthetic letter and numeral shapes Dubnoff School

Pro for Perce ual Motor Develo.rnent, and Eric Program

for Perceptual Motor Skills. Table I lis s the students

identified as appropriate candidates for the visual perception

remedial group.

TABLE

Visual Perception Remedial Group

Studen
Identification

Visual
Discrimination

Visual
Per eption Me o Copying

11 M M L

27 L L L

28 L L L

41 L M M

43 L L L

50 L M- L

51 L M L

57 L M- M-

4 5
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Group - Language_Developmen_

The students selected as appropriate candidates for the

language development remedial group scored below the 20th

percentile in the listening and comprehension tests adminis-

tered during the screening program. The purposes of the

remedial group were to increase the student's receptive

language ability, to increase the student s ability to compre-

hend and recall the spoken word, and to increase the student's

ability to express thoughts and relate experiences. The

methods and materials utilized to attain the above objectives

included Developing Pre-reading,Skills K't Expressive Lan-

guage Section - Target_on Language, Peabody Language Develop-

ment Kit, retelling a story heard or read, and dramatizing a

story heard or read. Table J. lists the students identified

as appropriate candidates for the language development

remedial group.

TABLE .3

Language Development Remedial Gro

Student Language
Identificat on L stenbleComprehension

25

36

42

4 6
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TABLE Jjco

Language
Listening/goRtrehension

49 M-

60 *

69 *

71

76 M-

78 M-

88 M-

Students were placed in this group based upon their
Spanish speaking background.

gs.qu

The students selected as appropriate candidates for the

basic concepts remedial group scored below the 20th percentile

on the basic concepts tests administered during the screening

program. The purposes of the remedial group were to increase

the student's ability to identify position in space as related

to their own body, to increase the student's ability to iden-

tify position in space as related to objects in the environ-

ment, and to increase the student's ability to comprehend

quantitative language. The methods and materials utilized to

attain the above objectives included Developing Pre-reaqinE
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Skills Kit; Daily Sensor-motor Training_Activities; and the

DPT Data Bank Materials including gross motor training, move-

ment exploration, kephart activities, and body image and body

awareness activities. Table K lists the students identified

as appropriate candidates for the banjo concepts remedial

group. The scores are indicated by percentile rank as

required by the Boehm Test. These students were chosen

because they scored below the 20th percentile of Flynn stu-

dents taking the test.

TABLE K

Basic Conce ts Remedial Grou

Student
Identification Basic_Concents

2 65%

22 65%

26 70%

40 35%

43 50%

55 55%

56 65%

60 50%

61 70%

81 65%

4 8
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Parent Reading Work shoz

In October, parents were invited to attend a reading

workshop. Approximately forty-six parents attended. During

the workshop parents were provided with information regarding

their child's reading program. A demonstration was also

presented by the first grade teachers and students. The

demonstration included activities performed by students during

the reading/language arts block. Parents were also provided

with materials and were given suggestions as to activities

appropriately conducted at home to assist the child in learn-

ing to read.

Parent Conferences

Parent conferences were held in November and again i

April. During these conferences, parents were given specific

information in individual conferences with the classroom

teacher. The information given included the child's perform-

ance in the areas of reading and math. Information was also

provided to parents in terms of specific skills achieved and

skill areas that required further work. For example, a parent

was told that her child was performing well in one and two

digit addition but was having difficulty with two digit sub-

traction. The parent was given suggestions as to what should

be done at home to help the studnet with the problem area.

4 9
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Other Parent Activities

Parents were invited to attend Parent Board Meetings on

the first Tuesday of each month. During these meetings,

parents assisted the school administration in the planning

and implementation of all school programs. They also partici-

pated in the development of the school budget. During this

school year, for example, the Parent Board was responsible

for the addition of five classroom aides to the Flynn staff.

This was no small task considering the financial difficulties

school systems have been facing over the past year. Several

parents of first grade children have been actively involved

with the Parent Group.

In November, parents were invited to the Flynn School

Autumnfest. The Autumnfest is a parent teacher activity.

Its purpose is to bring students parents, teachers, and

school administrators together on an informal basis. Parents

were allowed to visit classrooms, talk to teachers, and look

at the work completed by the children. This affair was held

on a Sunday and improved the relatiohship between parents and

teachers.
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FORMATIVE_EVALUATION

The implementation of the Maxi II, First Grade Pilot

Project, was successfully completed in terms of accomplishing

the goals established in the Practicum Proposal, Section 3

"Developing_A Practicum Design". A Proposal was developed

for a First Grade Pilot Project to be implemented at the

Flynn School. The proposal was presented to the appropriate

central staff administrators and was approved by them. The

following steps were taken in implementing this effort:

1. A plan was developed and implemented to coordinate

the services of school and non-school personnel to better meet

the total needs of students. A Pupil Personnel Team was estab-

lished at the school level that allowed for the utilization of

personnel in different professional areas. The team was com-

posed of school administrators, the DPT, school nurse,

guidance counselor- and social worker. Also, non-school

personnel were available to the team on a need basis. The

Pupil Personnel Team met

school year. 12% of the

and participating in the

team. Table L lists the

reason for the referral,

The establishment of the

on a weekly basis throughout the

students enrolled in the first grade

pilot project were referred to the

students referred to the team, the

and the result of the intervention.

team and the development of a proce-

dure for referrals also resulted in an increase of student

referrals at all grade levels.
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TABLE L

Reason
_Student for Referral

42 Carry-over case from 174-75
school year; Visual problem;
Hyperactive.

50 Immature, poor peer rela-
tionships; Incomplete
independent assignments;
Poor attitude.

57 Minimal progress; Poor
attitude; Moody.

61 Reversing most letters;
Left-right confusion;
Progress not commensura e
with ability.

71 Inability to work independ-
ently; Difficulty sitting
still and following
directions.

79 Lack of progress in the
phonics program.

Result of
Intervention

Placement in phonics pro-
gram. Recommendations for
strategies to insure
"overlearning."

Classroom strategies
designed to increase out-
put. Behavior management
techniques; Counseling in
area of self-concept. Con-
ference with parents for
carry-over of strategy at
home.

Maintained in visual pro-
gram with some modification;
Plan to monitor progress and
retest for possible visual
approach placement.

Student was transferred to
phonics program. Recommended
for multi-sensory input;
Provision for "overlearning.

Individualized plan; Behav-
ior management; Small
increments of woric; Auditory
remediation.

Student was transferred to
visual program. Remediation
for visual and auditory
memory.



Student

TABLE L (cont.)

Reason
for Referral

_

90 Grade one repeat; Lack of
progress and poor attitude.

91 Not functioning at Grade
One level; Spanish speak
ing home.

92 Low fun ioning; Transfer
to Flynn due to minimal
progress; Immature.

93 Observed as unable to
function during initial
screening.

94 Low functioning individ-
ually and in a group;
Inability to relate mean-
ingfully with peers.

Result of
intervention

Tutor assigned to rein-
force basic skills in
math and reading on an
individual basis.

Placement in visual program
despite some visual percep-
tion weakness because of
stress on meaningful lang-
uage; Assign tutor to
develop basic skills and
work on sight vocabulary;
Plan to re-evaluatA for
possible phonics program
Grade Two.

Provision for tutor to work
on specific objectives for
developing readiness skills
Review for possible repeat
of Grade One. (Child
repeated)

Placement in Special Educa-
tion. Plan to re-evaluate
in one year for possible
mainstreaming.

Provision for tutor to work
with_specific objectives on
readiness level; Small group
and individual instruction;
Part time placement in Kin-
dergarten. Lack ot progress
in spite of intervention
resulted in Special Educa-
tion placement on 3/6/76.
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2. A screening program was developed and implemented

which would aid in identifying each student's strength and or

weakness for the purpose of instructional grouping. The

students were tested over a three day period. Tests were

administered in groups of 10 or 12. Two teachers administered

a test for each group: one teacher giving directions; one

teacher recording behaviors. As a result of the screening

program, students were identified as being appropriate candi-

dates for the traditional phonics approach or the visual

approach to reading. The screening program also enabled us

to identify children exhibiting behavior indicative of possi-

ble learning or behavior problems requiring further evaluation,

and students who would be appropriate candidates for the small

group remedial instruction prcgram. As part of the screening

program, an observation checklist was developed. This was

utilized during the screening program by the second classroom

teacher assigned to each room during testing. The observation

checklist allowed for the identification of students having

difficulty following directions, sitting still, focusing on a

task, and completing a task. Also, students were identified

as having possible sight and hearing problems. The screening

program accomplished the goal of identifying student problem

areas as early as possible in the child s educational

experiences.

Upon completion of the sc eening program the DPT

5 4
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assigned to the Flynn School provided the expertise needed to

properly interpret test results and the observed behavior of

each child. In an informal workshop session classroom

teachers were able to identify the learning strengths and

weaknesses of each student based upon the results obtained

during the screening program.

4. For those students identified as needing an alterna-

tive to the phonics approach, a visual reading program was

developed and implemented. Since this program was to be based

upon the identified strengths of the students, the program was

developed throughout the school year. The objectives devel-

oped and the time frame for their completion were estimated.

It was very difficult to implement successfully a program not

fully developed prior to implementation. This was not an

ideal situation. As a result, it will be necessary to further

refine and revise the visual program for the 1976-77 school

year.

5. A remadiaa program vas developed in the areas of

basic concepts, auditory perception, visual perception, and

language development. Small group instruction was provided

to approximately forty students identified as having a deficit

in one of the above areas. The DPT assisted the classroom

teacher in the development of the remedial program with regard

to the purpose of each group and the materials and methods to

be utilized.
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6. The Maxi II e fort reaulied in the identification of

learning strengths and weaknesses among first grade students

at the Flynn School. It also reaulted in the development and

implementation of individualized programs designed to meet the

identified needs. As a result of the above, it was necessary

to provide training for teachers implementing the programs.

This was accomplished by assigning; the DPT to coordinate the

development of each individual plam and its implementation.

It was her responsibility to assist the cla,-sroom teacher in

developing plans and providing thenecessary training for

effective implementation. The above, plus the training

provided classroom teachers during the previous school year

as a result of my Maxi I effort, Staff-Development Program,

enabled classroom teachers -to effectively implement instruc-

tional plans developed to meet therindividual needs of

students. This service was also provided classroom teachers

at all grade levels. As a result of referrals to the Pupil

Personnel Team, students were ideritified with special needs.

With the assistance of the EWT, iladividual programs were

developed. The classroom teacher vas also provided with the

necessary training to fully implement the plan. An example

of this was the implementation of a remedial program for 5th

grade students identified as needimg remedial instruction in

the area word attack skills. ne 12T provided the teacher

with the necessary training and maleriais to implement the

program.
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The remedial program necessitated the use of instruc-

tional aides in the first grade pilot projecta Each classroom

teacher was ass=gned a group of children for remedial instruc-

tion. In order to provide extensive remediation, it was

necessary to remove those children not in the remedial program

from the classroom. Also, it was necessary to pravide these

children with meaningful activities during this period. This

was accomplished by assigning four instructional aides to the

first grade during the remedial period. Training was provided

by the DPT in the areas of selecting and developing learning

activities to be used for enrichment with small groups of

children.

8. During the school year several activities were planned

and implemented to make parents aware of the needs of their

children and the degree to which the school could assist par-

ents in responding to their needs. In order to accomplish this

goal, the school sponsored a Parent Orientation Session, Read-

ing Workshop, Parent Conferences, and an Open House. During

these events, parents were informed of the programs at the

school and the staff and services available in meeting the

needs of students. Parents were also informed as to their role

in working with the school to meet the needs of their children.

The programs were effective in providing parents with suffi-

cient information regarding school services and programs. A

more formalized program is needed, however, in providing par-

ents with information as to what they should do in meeting the

needs of their children.

5 7
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UMMATIVE EVALUATION

The First Grade Pilot Project was evaluated in terms of

student performance. Pre and post test scores were compiled

in evaluating the effectiveness of the student placement and

student remediation components of the program. Also, stand-

ardized test results were compared with a control group to .

determine the effects of the program on reading achievement.

The entire first grade population was included in the Flynn

sample. It was necessary to test all Flynn students for pur-

poses of determining appropriate placement. A control group

was selected from a neighboring elementary school. A sample

population of 19 students were randomly selected to partici-

pate. This is approximately one third of the first grade

enrollment at the neighboring school. This evaluation

includes data on the comparative performance of Flynn students

and those in the control group.

A second component of this evaluation includes data on

the effectiveness of this effort in the areas of parent

involvement and parent participation in the education of their

children. Parent questionnaires were utilized in determining

the effectiveness of the Parent Orientation Session, the Par-

ent Reading Workshop, and Parent Conferences. The evaluation

also includes data as to the success of this effort in imple-

menting the program on a continuing basis at Flynn and its

dissemination to other schools in the city of Providence.
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Table 1 includes data on s--udents identified as appropri-

ate candidates for the auditory reading program. Pre and post

test results are compared in the areas of auditory blending

and auditory discrimination. In auditory blending, pretest

results indicate 16.4% of the students tested scoring in the

high range, 34.3% scoring in the medium plus range, 40.3%

scoring in the medium range, 4.5% scoring in the medium minus

range, and 3% scoring in the low range. The posttest results

indicate 75% of the students tested scoring in the high range

17.9% scoring in the medium plus range, 3.6% scoring in the

medium range, 1.8% in the medium minus range, and none scoring

in the low range. The pre-post test results indicate educa-

tionally significant gains in the area of auditory blending

skills. An increase of 58.6% of the students scoring in the

high range validates the materials utilized in the auditory

program as being appropriate for students identified as

auditory'learners. It should also be noted that 73.2% of the

students tested increased at least one grade range on the

posttest. In auditory discrimination, pretest results indi-

cate 47% of the students tested as scoring in the high range,

21.2% scoring in the medium plus range, 22.7% scoring in the

medium range, 4.5% scoring in the medium minus range, and

4.5% scoring in the low range. The posttestresults indicate

69% of the stud nts tested scoring in the high range, 20.7%

scoring in the medium plus range, 6.9% scoring in the medium
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range, none scoring in the medium minus range, and 3.4% scor-

ing in the low range. The pre-post test results indicate

educationally significant gains in the area of auditory dis-

crimination. It also should be noted that 76% of the studen

tested increased at least one grade range on the posttests

administered in the area of auditory skills. Table 2 lists

the percentage increase in scores on the auditory discrimina-

tion tests and compares them to the auditory discrimination

scores of the control group. As indicated, the control group

increased its percentage scoring in the high range from 42.9%

to 47.1%. This was an increase of approxi-ately 5%, as com-

pared to the 22% gain by the experimental group. Also, it

should be noted that 64% of the students in the control group

posted an increase in the pre-post test results as compared

to 74% in the experimental group. The 64% and 74% figures

represent increases in range score and also those students

scoring in the high range on both the pre and post test. The

above results indicate the successful implementation of a

screening program aimed at identifying auditory learners and

placing them in an appropriate auditory reading program.
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TABLE 1

Auditory
Blending

Pre Post

Auditory
Discrimination

Pre Post
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TABLE Lc n

Student
Identification

Auditory
Blending

Auditory
Discrimination

41

P e Post Pre Post

43_ +
44 +

46

0
5

52

4
,55 _
56 H
57
58____
60
61
62
65 None
66
67
6

70
72_

73
74 I 4-

76
77

80
8
82

4
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TABLE

Auditorz _Di slfla ion

BlawjalaLgIsma. Pre-Test N 661 Post-Tes Dif erence

High Range 47% 69% 22%

Medium Plus Range 21.2% 20.7% .5%
Medium Range 22.7% 6.9% 15.8%
Medium Minus Range 4.5% -0- 4.5%

Low Range 4.5% 3.4% 1.1%

Control Group N19 Q1-1-9.)

High Range 42.9% 47.1% + 4.2%

Medium Plus Range 1.4% 35.3% 33.9%
Medium Range 7.1% 5.9% 1.2%
Medium Minus Range 14.3% 5.9% 8.4%
Low Range 7.1% -0- 7.1%

lacatoantmoza

Ezazintat21Amov EttzitaL_CaLl D f-erence

High Range 16.4% 73.7% 57.3%
Medium Plus Range 34.3% 17.5% 16.8%
Medium Range 41.8% 7% 34.8%

Medium Minus Range 4.5% 1.8% 2.7%
Low Range 3.0% -0- 3.0%

(Scores were not available for Control Group in Auditory Blending.)
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Table 3 includes data on students identified as appro-

priate candidates for the visual reading program. Pre and

post test results are compared in areas of visual discrimina-

tion and visual perception memory. In visual discrimination--

letter form pretest results indicate 14.3% of the students

tested scoring in the high range, 28.6% scoring in the medium

plus range, 50% scoring in the medium rang- none scoring.in

the medium minus range, and 7.1% scoring in the low range.

This is compared to the pos- test results of 80% of the stu-

dents scoring in the high range and 20% scoring in the medium

high range. There was a great increase in the pre-post test

results indicating an educationally significant difference.

In the visual discrimination--word form, pretest results

indicate no students scoring in the high range- 14.3% scoring

in the medium plus range, 57% scoring in the medium range,

14.3% scoring in the medium minus range, and 7.1% scoring in

the low range. This is compared to the posttest results of

50% of the students scoring in the high range, 30% scoring in

the medium plus range, and 20% ,.coring in the medium range.

Again the results indicate an educationally significant

difference in the pre-post test results. In visual perception

memory, pretest results indicate no student- scoring in the

high range, 28.6% Scoring in the medium plus range, 42.9%

scoring in the medium range, 14.3% scoring in the medium minus

range and 14.3% scoring in the low range. The posttest

6
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results indicate 70% of the students tested scoring in the

high range, 20% scoring in the medium plus range, and 10%

scoring in the medium range. The pre-post test results

indicate educationally significant difference. In each of

the tests administered to measure visual skills, students

improved greatly. The results validate the materials and

methods utilized as appropriate for visual learners. Table 4

includes data for a Posttest Only Control Group Design. It

includes information on the percent of students scoring in

each range on the visual tests. The control group results

are compared to the experimental group. As indicated b- the

results students in the experimental group scored in the

upper ranges on each test. There was a much smaller variance

in scores indicating sonic success in the efforts made to

identify weakflesses and provide individual programs.
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TAB

Visual
Identification Discrimination

letter w rd
form form

Pre PoE4t Pre Post

Visual
ifIE2211212212112EY

Pre Post

M+

2- M+ M+

24

27

4

4

54
r.,

1 M+ H M H M- H
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TABLE 4

Posttest Design_Evaluation

Visual
Discrimination

Fxperimental
ProUP. M14

Control
Grou - N=19 Difference

Letter FOrm

High 80% 64% .6

Medium Plus 20% 11.8% 8.2%
Medium -0- 11.8% -11.8%
Medium Minus -0- 5.9% -5.9%
Low 0 5.9% 75.9%

o d Form

High 50% 41.2%
Medium Plus 30% 29.4%

Medium 20% 5.9%
Medium Minus -o- 11.8%
Low -0- 11.8%

Visual
Perception ?lemory

High 70% 70.6%

Medium Plus 20% 5 6%
Medium 10% 23.5%
Medium Minus -0- -0-

Low -0- -0-

67

-0.6%

14.4%

-13.5%

-0-

-0-
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Table 5 includes data on students identif ed as appro-

priate candidates for the auditory perception remedial group.

Pre and post test results are compared in areas of auditory

blending and auditory discrimination. In auditory blending,

pretest results indicate no students scoring in the high

range, 11.1% of the students tested scoring in the medium

plus range, 55.6% scoring in the medium range, 22.2% scoring

in the medium minus range and 11.1% scoring in the low range.

It should be noted that the test of the one student scoring

in the medium plus range was invalidated as he was observed

copying. The posttest results indicate 16.7% of the students

tested scoring in the high range, 16.7% scoring in the medium

plus range, 33.3% scoring in the medium range, and 33.3% scor-

ing in the medium minus range. No students scored in the low

range. In auditory discrimination, the pretest results

indicate no students scoring in the high range, no stude ts

scoring in the medium plus range, 11.1% scorlqg in the medium

range, 11.1% scoring in the medium minus range, and 66

scoring in the low range. One student scoring in the high

range was not included as he was observed copying, and the

test was invalidated. The posttest results indicate 42.9% of

the students tested scoring in the high range, 14.3% scoring

in the medium plus range 14.3% scoring in the medium range,

and 28.6% scoring in the medium minus range. No students

scored in the low range on the posttest. The pre-post test

data indicates some gains in the performance of students

6 8
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TABLE_

Aud tpiy Perceptio Remedial Group

Student
1dentifioati-

Auditory
lending

Pre Post

Auditory
Discrimination_

Pre Post

None

a6

20

* Student was obse ed copying, The test was not valid.
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participating in the auditory perception remedial group. The

small number of students tested doe.s not allow conclusive .

statements to be made regarding the value of this remedial

group. The results, however, suppo t the continuation of the

remedial group to allow for further evaluation.

Table 6 includes data on students identified as appro-

priate candidates for the vlsuel perception remedial group.

Pre and post test results are compared in the areas of visual

discrimination, visuaa perception memory, and copying. In

visual discrimination, pretest resuLts indicate none of the

students tested scoring in the hip range, 12.5% scoring in

the medium plus range, none scoring in the medium and medium

inus range, and 87 ; scoring in the low range. This is com-

pared to the posttest results of 37 5% of the students tested

scoring in the hi h range, 12.5% sc ring in the medium range,

and 50% scoring in the mcdium range. There is an educatIon-

ally significant differeace in thepTe-post test results. In

visual perception memory, pretestresults indicate none of

the st dents tested scoring in the hAgh and medium plus range,

25% scoring in the medium range, 37.5% scoring in the medium

minus range, and 37.5% scoring inthelow range. This is corn-

pared to posttest results of 50% of Ithe students tested scor-

ing in the high range, 25% scoring irlthe medium plus range,

and 25% scoring in the medium range. No students scored in

the medium minus or low range. The pre-post test results

indicate educationally significant gains. In copying, the
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T LE 6

Visual Perception Remedial Group

Visual Visual
Student Discrimination Peroestion Memo CopvinA

_

Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post

41

L

71
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pretest results indicate 25% of the students tested scoring

in the medium range and 75% scoring in the low range. On

the posttest, 37.5% of the students tested scored in the

high range, 25% scoring in the medium plus range, 12.5%

scoring in the medium range, 25% scoring in the medium minus

range, and no students scoring in the low range. Again, the

results indicate educationally significan, !_s. in the post-

test results. It should be noted, however, that the small

number of stud nts tested does not allow for conclusive find-

ings. Further work must be completed in this area to validate

the results of this study.

Table 7 includes data on students identi ieL; as appro-

priate candidates for the language development remedial group.

Pre and post test results are compered in the area of language.

Th,) pretest results indicate none of the students tested scor-

ing in the high and medium high range, 20% scoring in the

medium range, 70% scoring in the medium minus range, and 10%

scoring in the low range. On the posttest, 37.5% of the

students tested scored in the high range 50% scoring in the

medium plus range, and 1.5% scoring in the medium range. No

students scored in the medium minus or low range. The pre-

post test results indicate an educationally significant dif-

ference between pre and posttest scores. Due to the small

number of students tested in this area, however, further

evaluation is needed before definitive results ca- be obtained.

7 2
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TABLE 7

Develo edial Groua

Language
Listening/ComPrehension

Pre Post

42

49

6

a

88

None__

None

* Students were placed in this group based upon their
Spanish speaking background.
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Table 8 includes data on students identified as appro-

priate candidates for the basic concepts remedial group. The

pre-post test results indicate educationally significant gains

among students participating in thc remedial program. Seven,:ty

percent of the students tested in the experimental group

scored in the ninetieth percentile or above on the posttest.

This is compared to only 12.5% of the students tested in the

control group. The positive results strongly indicates that

first grade students can improve their skills in basic con-

cepts with extensive remediation. Continued evaluation in

this area will be conducted during the 1976-77 school year to

rfurther validate these findings.

The final area of this evaluation is in the parent com-

ponent of the program. Questionnaires were distributed to

parents of first grade children. Thirty-five percent of the

parents responded to the questionnaire. Parents were asked

to respond to the following questions:

1. Did the Parent Orientation Prog am proVIde you
with adequate information about the Flynn School
and the First Grade Program?

Did the Parent Reading Workshop provide you with
adequate information about your child's reading
program?

Did the Parent Conferences provide you with
adequate inforalation about your child's progress?

Ninety-six percent of the parents responding to the three

questions answered yes. Also, many parents commented on the

program, indicating complete approval and satisfaction.
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TAILE

Bas1ç COliCepts Remedial Group,

Experiraentai G our)

.Student
identification Basic Concepts

Pre Post

65 90%

56 65% 85%
60

61
50

70%

5

97%

6

Control Group

55% 55%

Students selected for Control GrouP from the Flynn SchoOl.

7 5
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The major goal of this project was to incre se the

level of achievement in reading of first grade students

at the E. W. Flynn Model Elementary School. This goal

has been achieved. Table 9 includes data on the Califor-

nia Achievement Test. The test was given to students to

measure their grade level in the area of reading. The

, results indicate 14.6% of the students in the experimental

group scoring below reading level, 41.5% scoring on level,

and 43.9% scoring above level. These scores were compared

to the previous Flynn first grade class. The table indi-

cates 18% of the students scoring below level, 51% scoring

on level, and 30.8% scoring above level. The table also

compares these results to those of the neighboring school

utilized as a control group during this study. The results

indicate 66.7% of the students in the control group scoring

below level, 33 3% scoring on grade level, and no students

scoring above grade level. As indicated in table 9, the

Flynn experimental group had fewer students scoring below

level and 13 % more students scoring above grade level

than the Flynn control group The results were indicative

of the overall Flynn program aimed at identifying needs and

developing programs to meet the need, This is further sub-

stantiated when comparing the experimental group with the

control group from the neighboring school. Again, the Flynn

students performed at a higher level in the number of students

scoring on and above level.
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TABLE 9

Posttest Control_ Group De i

California Achievement Tes

xperimental
GrouP

14.6%

Control Grou 1 Control Group 2
Flynn Test Neighboring

Re8u1ts-1975 School

18% 65.7%

On Grade
LeveI 41. 5% 51%(1.2 - 2,2)

Above Grade
Level

(202 & Above)
43. 9%

7 7

30 .8% -0-
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Based upon the results reported in this evaluation,

the E. W. Flynn Model Elementary School will continue the

program during the 1976-77 school year. During this period,

further evaluation will be conducted in an attempt to vali-
ft.

date the findings. Also modifications will be made in the

parent component based upon the suggestions of parents as

stated in the parent questionnaires. As of the writing of

this report two elementary schools in the city of Providence

are interested in implementing several aspects of the program.

Also, the Special Education Department is presently studying

the concept of a system-wide screening program. The informs-

-tion obtained from this Maxi will be utilized in developing

this program.
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APPENLIX A

REFERRAL TO PUPIL PERSONNEL TEAM

Pupil's Name: Address:

Grade__ Roo

Referred by:

D.O.B.

Describe the specific behavfo social or academi that
led to this referral:

2. Desc ibe the methods you have tried to solve the problem:

What do you see as this ude Is particular strengths:

Other c s:

7 9
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PARENT/TEACHER CONFERENCE

Quarter Report

+1.1AiLsJiagol

Language rts - Reading

Behavior Effort
Mark Mark
Mathematics

Date

Comm en

Behavior Effort
Mark Mark
enmanship-Sp

Behavior
Mark
ocial Stud

Behavior
Mark

Co e t:

Effort
Mark

Effort
rk

o en

Approved: Anthony J. Tutalo, Principal

Pa. n Si II e
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AP FENPIr X C

SPECIAL T FORM

Dear Specialist:

h s recently been

refe red to the Pupil Personnel Team by his classroom teacher.

In order for us to have a mote complete assessment of this

child, we would appreciate your comments with respect to

social and academic performance.

P ease comple e this form and return it to the PPT
inZoratjon basket by
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APPENDIX D

1. Child Develosment Center Rhode Island Hos

The Child Development Center provides services to children

with developmental disabilities. Programs and services are

funded through grants from the Rhode Island Department of

Health, HEW, and several private foundations. There is no

fee for services which makes it a valuable resource for inner

city schools. Referrals to the Center may also be made by a

physician, parent, or other agency by submitting a letter

describi-Ig the child's problem and the reason for the referral.

The referrals are reviewed by an admissions committee of

several staff members to determine if the child will benefit

from an evaluation. The following professionals are available

at the Child Development Center.

1. Audiologist
2. Genetic Counselor
3. Neurologist
4. Nurse
5. Nurse's Aide
6. Nutritionist
7. Occupational Therapist

8. Pediatrician
9. Physical Therapist

10. Psychiatrist
11. Psychologist
12. Social Worker
13. Special Education Consultant
14. Speech & Language Pathologist `i

2. 1may.A2rvist,La2. - It is a no -profit social

agency of skilled professionals available to the Rhode Island

4. The Child Development Conte --
Information Booklet.

ode Island Hospital -
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community. The purpose of this agency is to strengthen and
improve fami.ly and individual relationships through counsel-
ing, education, and community services. Individual growth,
family strength, and a responsive

community are the goals
established by this agency. Applicants may be residents of
any state and are accepted regardless of race, creed, or
economic status. Referrals are made through private, local,
or state agencies. The costs of the se _Lees a.e charged on
the basis of individual or family income and the ability to
pay. The following functions are performed by Family Service.

1. Family Counseling
2. Family Life Education
3. Marriage Counseling
4. Parent-Child Counseling5. Group Counseling
6. Individual Counseling
7. Community Services and Referral

3. The Rhode Is_1,and_C211ftg j,tarnii_m_fs12-ter - The
Learning Center of Rhode Island College is a multidisciplinary
training center for students. It is also a community resource
center offering diagnostic prescriptive, and remedial serv
ices to clients with learning difficulties. There is a $50.00
fee for diagnostic evaluations. However, no one is denied
services for lack of ability to pay. Applicants come from

5. Family Strength Through Family Service - InformationBooklet.
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Rhode island and nearby Massachusetts, Students are referred .

by the school or by te parent. Clinical activities are

performed by students from a var_ety of disciplines under the_

supervision of college faculty. The following academic

departments of the college participate in the Learning Cen

program:

a. Psychology - Diagnostic Psychological Testing;
Family Proce s Interviewing.

b. Elementary _Education - Diagnostic Reading Evaluation;
Diagnostic Mathematics Z-ialuation.

c. ppecialrEducation - Learning Disabilites Screening.

d. Sociology and Social Work - The Center is a field
placement for the Seciaf-Work Program.

e. Counsellor_Education - Short-term counsel ing in
selected cases.

Extensive social and ed,.:c t- nal histories are eloped

t the Learning Center. This j-6 accomplished throu, _er-

views with parents, educational evaluations and classroom

observations. Upon completion of the diagnostic evaluation,

a remediation conference with teachers to discuss remedial

strategies is held. Also, a follow-up session with parents

is planIld to discuss recommendations. The Center may also

collaborate with other social agencies so as to better coor-

dinate multiple services that may be required.

4. Providenc_ School Clini - The School Clinic is

funded by the Federal Government under Title I of the



Elementary Secondary Educati,on Act, It is a mental health

agency providing remedial services to eligible children and

their families in the form of psychiatric, psychological,

medical and social programs. The major thrust of the Clinic

is te prevent the development of deviant behavior and associ-

ated learning problems and to remediate existent emotional

and physical problems. The children accepted by the Clinic_

':eceive a diagnostic evaluation and treatment by the Clini.;

staff. Also, recommendations are made for implementation at

the school level. A major po Adon of Clinic services are

provided in the school. Treatment of the learner's diagnosed

problem is 1-4)lemented accordilLg to the following procedure.

Consultation with the regular classroom teache by
the social worker and by the teacher specialist and
psychologist when necessary.

Consultat_un by psychiatric social worker with the
parents as required.

c. Play Thevapy.

d. Intensive Casework.

e. GrouT) TnE-rapy.

The following staff are available at the Providence

School Clinic.

a. Coordinator
b. Psychologist
c. Psychiatric Social Wz, :ers (4)
d. Psychiatrist part-time
e. Pediatrician part-time 6

Title lp ESEA, 19650 Application for Grant to Meet the
Special Educational Needs of Educationally Deprived
Children.

8



5. Other - The remaining community agencies utilized

by the Pupil Personnel Team include Youth Guidance, Child

Welfare Services, and the Student Relations Office of the

'Providence School Department. These agencies are available

to assist the school n meeting the r,?eds of children havillg

adjustment problems in the school wh.Lch are related t

sorious home difficulties.



Concept

1 Top
2 Through
3 Away from
4 Next to
5 Incide
6 Sonic, not many
7 M iddle
8 Few
9 Farthest

10 A round
11 Over
12 Widest
13 Most
14 Between
15 Whole

(82)
APP NDIX E

Table 1. Classifkation ef BTBC Concept a 7

Context Category

1 aneaus

16 Nearest
17 Second

Corner
:9 Several
20 Behind
21 Ro,w
22 Different
23 After
24 Almost
25 Half
26 Center
27 As many
28 Side
29 Beginning
30 Other
31 Alike
32 Not first or last
33 Never
34 13elow

Match
Always

37 Medium-sized
38 Right
39 Forward
40 Zero
41 Above
42 Every
43 Separatt d
44 Left
45 Pair
46 Skip
47 Equal
48 In order
49 Third
50 Least

X

X

X's indicate the context category or e..h concept as it is tested by the Brac; asterisks indicate additional
contexts in which thc concepts rna, be employed. For example, the concept of beginning (itern 29) is used
in the context of time on the BTLIC, but it may also be used to express relationships involving space.

Ann E. Boehm, Boehm Test of Basic Concepts Manual,
Forms A & B, 1971 Edition, Page 15. 87



TEST flEHAVIOR CHECKLIST

possible problem -

1-2 times; mild intensity

and duration.

+ definite problem

3 times; mod. to severe

intensity and duration

1. Uncoo_erative' refuse to

2 Hesitant to r s ond

Seeks constant reassurance

Cried

tici a IIIMEIMPIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII MEM=jallallialiiiiiiiiuniamminnin ou
IIIIIIIMIMINOPIIimumimmumniu uninuitunimmummmounni imomaiimmi
EMU= 111111111111111111111MANIIMIIMIll MIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIll
111111111111111 11111111.1111111111111111
111111111111111111INEMININ
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIMIIIIMMIIII
11111111011111111111111111111 OM LIMimpommuni
1111111111111111111Mill ME inom
11111111111111111111111 MUM
MillIMPIIIIIN 1111M11111111111111II 111110111E IIIIIIIIMI

5. Excessive erasures; corrections

6. Frequently looks at the work of

other students__

7. Asks for re etition of directions

Looks confused regarding dIrections

Did not follow directions

10 Asked irreleva t uestions

11, _EAsily distracted !rem task

12,Evidenced.fre ltion anier

13, High 1evel_of activi

141 Rubbed eies

at_iait_stitjulim

16.
W(4._ked eln1L1219r

17. Had difficulty turta2121__..

18 Awkward n

194 Drol.ed encil cra,on

20. Difficulty moving marker

21. Left-handed

Additional observations and

ments regarding behavior

umb sulker, restless, eto.)



Last Name

(84)

APPENDIX

HEr'ISTRATION BLANK - PROVIDENCE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

First Name

Race Place of Birth

Vaccination Birth Certif ca

Baptismal -me Address

Middle Name

Date of Birth

Aff._ Passper

Telephone Number Emergency Telephone Number

Name of Father or GuardIan

Father's Birthplace

Ctzen

Father's Date of B_-th

Mother Maiden Name

Mother's Date of Birth

Citizen

Mothe Is Place of Birth _

Father upation

Mothe0 _ccupation

Place of Employment

Telephone Numbe

Place of Employment_

CitizenTelephone Number

Has chrd ever attended a Providence Public School?

Fcriier resIdence address

What school lb child cominp from?
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APPENDIX

P rents:

A? ember 9, 1975

It is now necessar; to devise a contingency program to
deal with any emergency situation--such as pov r ,failure, heavy
storm warnings, or lack of heatiwhich mient rec,uire the school
to close before the end of the normal school day.

On this form .upu co.ti staile where your child is to be sent
if such an early dismissal shouid become necessary. Please
give the full n&me and address of any relative or neighbor whomight be called upon for this :\riDlose

Thank you for your co peration. You should contact that
person and inform your child where he/she is to go in the event
of an early school closing. If at all possible, it should be
close to your home so Chat your child can walk from his/her stop.

Student's Name

Anthony J. Tutalo
Staff education Coordinator

LIRGENCY FORM

Grad

;Dal

Pertinent information necessary to locate you in case
becomes ii1 during the school day.

Home Telephone No.
Father's ii:pployment
-Father's Besiness No.
1"..other's Emplcy:oent_

lklother's Llusiness No.
Home Address

in

-----------

your child

Nane of person other than 'ourseif to be notIfied in case ofemergency:

Address Tel.

9 1 P...zent's ;2

,



Ilear Parent:

$11 you please fill in this form
Iidance of your child.

Nime
Ili,rthplace
,mily Physician
N me & Address of responsible Pe_

I
1ather's Business Address
ot

emergency

I her's Business Address

(86)
DEPARTKENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode island

HEALTH HISTORY

MEDICAL HIc'TORY

k diseases child has had:

Check

Date

so t at we may use the information in t e

Address
Birthdate

Tel.No.
on other than

Tel.No.
Scnool

Dentist
parent who may be contacted in

Tel.No.
Tel.No.
Tel.No.

&rade
Tel.No.

i

cken Pox
erman Measles Rubella)
easles

lamps
Ieumonia
_eumatic Fever
Scarlet Fever
-berculosis
oopina Cough
thers (-tate

Asthma

I
czema
cnvulsions

Headache
"Spells"
liabetes
requent Sore Th

Co ditions Does child

oats

Ferations or Serious Illness

IMMUNIZATIONS TESTS

Give year child had

Measles Vaccine
Rubella Vaccine
Mumps Vaccine
Smallpox
Tuberculin Skin Test Pos.,Neg.*
Chest X-Ray
*check results

mmunizations

Year

Pos.,Neg.*

Yea
First 'iven Last -ooster

Diphtheria Vaccine
Tetanus Vaccine
Whooping Cough
Poliomyelitis

Year

a e any of he ollowing,

Kidney Trouble
Heart Trouble
Hearing Problem
Vision Problem
Speech Problem
Others

Please chec

eiccid nls or Inju ies

_rye Any Additional Heith Information Which You Feel
lIck of Form If Necessary

1E-dicatio - Is Chiid on medicrtion?
Rea.son fwr medication
Name of mldication

-4: ordering_ medica ion
mpant taken

TURN :,3r2 DAY OF SCHOOL

atre

Year

Year

Quid be Helpful. Use

LETEL BLE.
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CHILD'S MEDICAL -- SOCIAL HISTORY

MEDICAL

A. Does yr child have any of the following:

hronic Illness (asth, heart disease, etc.)
Commen

Hearing Loss
Commeat

Limited Vision
Comment

History of High Fever
Comment

History of Lead Poisoning
Comment

PLEASE NOTE ANY SERIOUS ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS
NOT MENTIONED ABOVE,

B. Health Ha its

Does your child eat well?

Does your 7hild sleep well?

PLEASE NO NY OTHEL CTEMS OF SIGNIFICANCE
NOT MENTIOI J ABOVE.

C. Birth and Early Development

Was your child premature?
Comment

Was the delivery normal?
Comment

Is there anything si '_flc_a in your ild's
pre-natal history?
Comment

Did your c ild walk at a normal age?
Comment

Did your child talk a, a normal age?
Coir-ent

PLEASE NOTE ANY OTHER ITEMS OF SIGNIFICANCE
REGARDING YOUR CHILD'S,BIRTH AND EARLY
DEVELOPMENT. 9 3



II. Social

122-2A-MIT._0_11a:

Get along with brothers and/or siste

Get along with other children his/her own age?

Enjoy companionship?

222A-V2241:.child:

Prefer solitary play?

Prefer the company of adults?

Have reasonable self-control?

Cry easily?

Have frequent nightmares and
fears?

-usual day-time

PLEASE NOTE ANY OTHER ITEMS OF ,J.GNIFICANCE
REGARDING YOUR CHILD' S SOCIAL TZVELOPMENT.

kn_own to_ P-71N-

Rhode Island Hospital Pediatric

Child Development Center?

Meeting Street School?

Child Development Study?

PLEASE NOTE ANY OTHER.

YES NO

Mstio.m.mmlIme

1Igmmr.eadiiiii511

Cm.YEi=1,..10

Child's Na e

,..F.91.MMI=.106116.1.M Pxma

Date Parent's Signature

9 4



Student

(89)

APPENDIX G

Visual
Identification Discrimination

letter word
form form

Visual

PerceT2I12ainaaa



Student
Identification

(go)

APPENDIX G

Visual Visual
Di scrimination Perception Memory

letter word
form form

9 6
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APPENTIX G

S udent Auditory Auditory Auditory
Identificatwn BlendiLla Discrimination §2ammina

None

2

24

27

4

49

6

64

6

M+



tudent
Identification

( 9 2 )

ApPENDIX

Bo elirri Te- Ba lc_ Skills

Pre-Test Po -Test

65
85%

45%

99%
60%

40%

21 75%
12 97%

85%

16 60%

959
5%
97%
85%

99%

7°

0

97%

97%
90%

97%

90%

9996

9796

97%
9796

99%

65%

85%

95%
60%

1

1
20
21

75%

97%
55%

22
4

25
26
27

6596

60%

70%__

20%

15%

9 8



Stude
Ide

5f3

APPENDIX

Pre-Test Pos -Test

8590 99%

4 Or

41

5
51

2_

50%
50%

95%
50

None
70%

5
99%
805

5% 970

90%
85%

75 8590
95'0 95(
50% 959,C
70% 9
905

850
70 999 9991
71
72

None
975.°

_ 5_0
9c)Th-/T7--

-504;

87

9090
None
None

9 9



GOALS: By the oonclulon of the 3chooi year, 90 of the ehi1dren will:

-.have multored a sight vocabubri' of between 70 to 250 word.ol

SPECIPIC OBJECTIVES

By the conclusion of the firs

academic quarter:

Orotp I will have_ mastered a sight

voeabulary of 404 6 words.

Group II will have tastered a Big:A

vocabulary of 15.20 words

Group ITT will havs mutsrd. a sisht

Voabulary or 0.5 words

By the conclusion of th second

vadenic quarter:

Droup I will have Nate:rod a $ight

vocabularj of 60-100 words

Iroup IT will have mastered a sight

700abulary of 4o.45 words

)roup III will have masterei a sight

rocabtlarI of 15-20 words

ly the conclusion of the third

Odenic quarter:

kV11) I Vill have mastered a sish

'alouiar,,i or 170.200 Idords

VI

METHODS TO OBTAlIl OBJECTIVES

Utilization of:

ttIngag rxpevionoe Stories

Moplopodia Brittnni,Da Prvam

(Fa0 Street pre.prinr ?mum)

Dol.* Pleture-tiord Danis

(Poppor Cards)

Language Master

(Fietuye-ord Pro3tiall I)

Flash Cards visual clun

Color codills

ex: consonants

vovel8, rea

iNration clues

ex: bar-1

?Ile card "bank of mastered

sight vocabulary

Notebook rvord of DaltuRy

Experience Stories

t;VALUATIVE HOCEDTriES

(?el*rmoce Criteria)

Pre and Post Tests

Sigbt Word List I

Sicjib Word List IT

Sight 'dord List III

LoR Streot First Reahr

Vwbulary Review and

Wended Vocahular); Review

p 526 327, 329

101



GOALS: By the oonclusin of the school year, -01:1 of the enildreu will

..have mastered a s,ght vooatulary of between 70 to 2

SPECIPT N:CTIVES

Er,-

By the conclusion of tho first

academic qugliter:

Group I will havt. *stoned a sitlt

vocabulary of 11 05 words

Group II will have mastered o siEriht

vocabulary or 15.20 words

Group III will have mastcred a sicht

vocabulary of 0.5 words

By the conclu,sion of the second

acadoilic quarter:

Group I will have mastered a sight

vocabulary of 80-100 words'

Group II will have mastered a si*It

vocabulary of 404 45 words

Group III will have mastered a sht
vocabulary of 15.20 words

Fy the conclusion of the thir

academie quarter:

Group I will have mastered a siht

vocabulary or 170-200 words

1 02

0 words.

MENDS TO OBTAIN OBJECTIVES

Utithation of:

LantNage Pxperience Stories

(Emyclopedia Brittanioa Prozram

(Bank Street Pre.Primor Prouan)

Dolch Picturo.7,ord Cards

(Popper Card5)

Largua7 Nator

(Picturc-'v.I.ord Provam 1)

Flash Cards/visual clues

Color coding

ON: consonants, blue

vowels, red

Configuration clues

ex: talll bV111

Pilo card 'bank" of iastered

sight vocabulary

lotebook record or Languse

EAperience ',tonics

EVALUATIVE PROCEDURES

(Performance Criteria)

Pro and Post Tests

Si ht Wm_ List I

Sight Word List II

Sisht 1od Ilst III

tak Strut First :leaaer

Vocabulary Review and

Extended, Vocahular; Review

po 326, 327, 328, 329

I 3



GOALS: By the conclusion of the seihool year, 90:i of tho children will:

--have mastered a sight vocabuiary of between 70 to 250 w .rds,

SPECIPIC OBECTIVES MEMO TO OBTAPJ MEMO

_

group 11 will have mastcrod a sijit

vocabulary of 80-100 words

Group TIT will hlve mastered a siVt

vocabulary of 35.50 wov6s

By the conclusion of tho fourth

-academic quarter:

Group I will have mastered a sigh

vocabular7 of 230l0 wovds

Groap IT will have mastered a siOt

vocabulary of 150,10 words

Group TIT will have matored a sight

vocabulary of 70.1C0 words

104

Utilization of:

LE*N;e 7xpevience 7toriel

(tv:itiopeEa nrittallica ?Novara)

(Buk Street pre-Pthler program)

Doich Picture7Word lards

(Popper Cards)

Lawase :.laster

(picture)Jor ?rocram I)

Flash cards/visual clues

Dolor Coding

eX: consonants blue

vowuls, red

Configuration. clues

ox: ball
/

pile card 'bank" of mastered

sight vocabulary

Uotcbcok record of LansuaEe

Experience stories

-

EVALUATIVE HOMES

(Performnce Criteria

Fro and post Tests

Sight Word List

Sight; Word List IT

Sight Word hist HI

Bark Street First Ficae.er

Vocabulary Roviow snd

Extnded Vocahulary R011;.0

p.321 327, 0, 329

10)



GOALS: 4 conulasi.on of tho od()1 year 90 of thm children will:

olhave vstered woolotiol

SKOV Va:TIVF'S

By the conclusion of the first

academic quarto:

Group I will hvc trr_stored assoc .

iation of 5-7 ftrd

symbols

Group TT will hve MItkqN wee.

iation of P.3 bv.,,Inninu, sounds and

symbols

Bv the conclusion of the suvd .

academic quartor:

Group T will have mstore asnc-

iation of 12.15 bocinninc sounds

and symbols

Group_TI will. 11..cre mastored

association or 5.7 be7inninc, sounds

and symbolr,

By tbe 0=1u:ion or the third acad

emio quarter:

GrouT) I will hvo masteTed assoc.

iation of 'e!irninc soulds

and symbols

;Ivoup II will Imo mastcrej assoc

i!ttion of 12-15 bcCinnin sounds

od synkls

106

botwuon 840 bcL;innin noulldn ruld sphola,

E1ITX1 TO OBTM ONECTIV

sum.xiarenIM,

Gettinc Ficady to Aad

(Houghton fliv)

Liston and Do tiecords and 1:lork.

Lliwctr;

Iicttv symbol sound arimciotion

gum:

Bitco

Concentration

Hide and Sea

kamiation and atohing

Killosthotio Alphabet CI)rJs

BeEinnin Sound oxs

containing colicotions of

small items whoso bams

begin with Mel oil the box

hte nooks prepared by eaci child

with pictures asgociRting

besinning sound and symbol

(use old maganines, cataloNes, e,c)

nik 1,treot 7oadrs

Reealliss .:cr101-Jec,1

and Pnprirc,rs

Initial Consonant Gros P.3

EVALUATIVE PhOCH21)

(porformann Criteria)

Croft Tont

#.11 Forms A

107



GOAL 11 the conclusion of the school year, 9O of the children will:

..have mastered association of between 3-20 beginning sounds and spbolos

SPECIFIC OUECTIVES METHODS 70 OBTAIN OBE .1 ES

Group II: will have mastered assoc .

iation of 12-15 besinning sounds

and symbols

By the conclusion of the fourth

academic parter:

Group I and II will have plastered

association of all (20) beginnings,

sounds and synbols

Group III will have mastered

association of 8-10 beginning sounds

and syntols.

Order of Presentation:

g n h, b, si f, 1, d;

r 7 p v, k)

108

"Around the City"

Initial Consonant GEMS

3 229.233

EVALUATIVE HOCEDUES

(Performance Criteria



GOALS: By tbe conolusien of the school year, gOp of the children will:

...demonstrate ability to unlock now words throw'

sounds and context clues 1,1ith 80-100,,

SPECI IC 03JECTIVES

ay the conclulion of the first

academic quarter:

Chup I will be able to unlock neg

Yords by using 5.7 beginning sounds

end context clues

Group II will be able to unlock new

words by using 2-3 beginning sounds

and context clues

By tho conclusion of the second,

academic quarter:

Group I will be able to unlock new

words by using 12-15 beginning sounds

ind context clues

Group Il will be able to unlock new

words by using 5-7 beginning sounds

and context clues

My the conclusion

academic quarter:

the thrd

GralP I ill be able to unlo

words by using 18-20 beginning

sounds and context clues

lroup II will be able to ulock nev

gords by uling 12-15 beginning soucl

0 context clues

110

C 1111 7

the use of beginnin

MUDS TO OBTAIN OBJECTIVES

Houghton Mifflint

PALUATIn PROCEDURES

(?erformance Criteria)

arcs..

a6..A.21 Ina to Revi

Lessons: "Using spoken Context

old the First Letter or a Printed

Word"

comprehension exercises from any

bnsal or library material which

stress "what word ma:kes sense here?'

sentence completion exorcises

cognitive skill exercises stressing

dTaving conclusions

Croft Test

'Pk Forns A & B

S

X



GOAL By the conclusion of the school ye 90% of the children will:

-.demonstrate ability to unlock new words through the use of beginning

sounds and comext clues with 80-

l'ECIFIC OBJECTIVES

Group III will be able to unlock new

words by using 5-7 beginning sounds

and context clues

By the conclusion o the . oarth

academic quarter:

Group I will be 'Able to unlock new

Words by using and beginning sound

and context cluos

zloup II will be able to unlock new

words by using and beginning Sand

and context clues

Group III will be able to unlock new

words by using 8-10 beginning sounds

and context clilos

112

a curac y

.METHODS TO OBTAIU OBJECTIVES

Houghton Mifflin's

Gettni Read to Read

Lessons: 'Using Spoken %ntext

and the First Letter of a Printed

Word,"

Comprehension exercises from any

basal or library material which

stres. "what word makes senser

Sentence completion exercises

Cognitive skill e.erciaos tram

drawing c nclusions

EVALUAME PROCEDITRES

-(Performsrce Criteria)

Croft Test

04 Forms A & B

113



GOAL y the conclusion of the school year, 9O of the childr will:

have demonstratod ability to unlock (decode) new words through use

familiar visual elemements (word "families " etc) and tabstitution of

ilitial conbonant with 80.100(i!) accuracy.

SPECIFIC OBJECTUES METHODS TO OBTAIN OBJ7CTIVES

By the conclusion of the first

academic quarter:

Group I uill deion3trate ability to

unlock new words by sub itutins

.7 initial consonants

-.Group II 411 demonstrate ability to

'unlock new words by substituting :-3

:initial consonants

the conclusion of the second

academic quarter:

jroUp I ill demonstrate ability to

unlock new words by substituting

12-15 initial consonants

roup Il will demonstrate ability to

-unlock new words by substItutits 5-7

.initial Coflsonafls

Group TIT will demonstra-os ability

to unlock new llords by substituting

2.3 initial consonants

7y tho conclusion of the third

Academic quarter:

1) T. will demonstrate ability

unloc% now words sib-

Rhyming Ac tivi ti e s

Bank Street Readers

"Readiness 7,4poriences and Pro.

primers" p. 329.332

'Around the City" p, 233.235

'Tptown Downtown: p, 175, 234

Poe trj foi Children

Teacher Resource Book:

"Languon Experiances in Reading'

Level I ncy lopedia Brittanioa

MAME PROCEDURES_
(Performance riteria)

Croft Test

#P3 Forms A B

115



GOAL By the conclusion of the school year, 9O 7 of the children will:

.have demonstrated ability to unlock (decode) new words through use of:

familiar visual elenents (word 'families, etc) and substitution of

initial consonant with 80.1005 accuracy.

SPECIFIC OBJECTNES

stituting 18.20 initial consonants

Group II will demonstra e ability

to unlock new '110112 by substituting

12-is initial consonants

Group III will demonstrate ability

to unlock new words by substituting

5-7jnitial consonants

By the conclusion of the fourth

academic quarter:

Groups 1 and II will demonstrate

ability to unlock new words by

sUbstituting 18-20 initial consonants

Group III will dmonstrate ability

to 'unlock IleW words by substituting

8-10 initial c'onsonants

116

METHODS TO OBTAIE OBJECTIVES

r

Rhymin Activities

Bank Street Readers

'Readiness Experiences and

Preprimers" p. 329.332

'Around tho City' p. 233 235

"Wdon Downtown' p. 175-21

.pee_ta for Children

Teacher Resource Boo

'IL

EVALUATIVE HOCEDUMS'

(Performance Criteria

Experiences in Readins"

Level I Encyclopedia Brittannica

Croft Test

03 Forms A & B

117



By the conclusion of the school year,

have ma tered all twenty-six letter n

C OBJECTIVES

the children will:

and forms (alphabet).

METHODS TO oBTAIn OBJECTIVES

lusion of the first
arter:

I have iastered all (26)
s and forms

11 have mastered 18
s and forms

L11 have mastered io1Lj.

and forms

Lusion of the second
?srter

Ll have mastered all (26)
and forms

11 have maste 18.20
1 and forms

n of the third aca

21 have riastereö. a 1

mes and forms

Daily Drill a h Cards

Kinesthetic Alphabet Cards

Letter recognition

Letter Bingo

Concentration
Hide and Seek
Association
Matching upper
letters

ga

1

Use of Body Alphabet

Bank St

Readiness
Prenrimers1

4

Teachers Guide to

(-01ence- and the

PP. 65, 66 320, 326

EVALUATIV PROCEDURES
(Performance Criteria

Crof Test
01 Forma A&

slingerland Pre-Reading
screening: Test #7

1 9
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APPENDIX I

Monitor Repo t

June 28, 1976

Dr. Sam 0. Kaylin
Nova University
College Avenue
Port Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Dear Dr. Kaylin:

In my capacity as district supervisor for the Edmund W. Flynn
Model Elementary School, I have had the opportunity to ob-
serve on a first-hand basis the results of Mr. Anthony J.
Tutelo's Maxi II effort. It is my opinion that the First
Grade Pilot Project implemented by Mr. Tutalo has been emi-
nently successful.

I personally attended several of the parent activities and
the initial screening program. After attending these act-
ivities and reading_the final report ofthe project, I am
convinced that Mr. TUtalo's efforts produced positive re-
sults. It is also likely that several components of the
project will_be implemented at other elementary schools in
the city of Providence. There is no question in my mind
as to the achievement of objectives as originally set forth
by Mr. Tutalo.

I would be pleased to answer any specific evaluative ques-
tions you may wish fo refer to me.

TJM:gs

Truly yours,

Thomas J. McDonald
Segment Administrator

120



APPENDIX

June 30, 1976

Dr. Sjn 0. Kaylin
Prac icums Department
National Ed.D. Program for Educational Leaders
College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Dear Dr. Kaylin:

In my capacity as Special Education Administrator for the
Providence School Department, I was very much interested in
the First Grade Pilot Project implemented at the Edmund W.
Flynn Model Elementary School. I attended several meetings
with respect to this program and provided resource personnel
from the Special Education Department to assist in its imple-
mentation.

Mr. Anthony J. Tutalo imp emented the pi ot project as stated
in the Practicum Proposal. He requested and received support
from central administration. As a result, a full time Diag-
nostic Prescriptive Teacher was assigned to Flynn. Also, ten
released time days were approved for purposes implementing
the parent and screening components of the project. Presently,
plans are underway to implement a system-wide screening program
in the city of Providence. The pilot project implemented at
the Flynn School will be seriously considered when developing
the system-wide program.

A First Grade Pilot Project was planned, developed, and imple-
mented at the Flynn School during the 1975-76 school year.
Based upon the program evaluation, the project will be contin
ued during the next school year. Also, two additional schools
will be studying certain aspects of the project for possible
implementation. I feel that this project was successful in
meeting its objective.

.71.1K:cm

121

Sincerely,

John J, Mc enna
Planner Administrator
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APPENDIX

June 28 1976

Dr. Sam 0. Kaylin
Practicums Department
National Ed. D. Program fo- Educational Leaders
Nova University
College Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33314

Dear Dr. Kaylin:

In my capacity as Segemnt Administrator for the Providence
School Department, I was asked to serve as monitor for the
Maxi II Practicum for Anthony J. Tutalo, Providence Cluster.

It is my opinion that Mr. Tutalo performed the work for
which he accepted responsibility as stated in the Practicum
Proposal. A First Grade Pilot Project was planned, developed,
and implemented during the 1975-76 school year. The program
will be continued at Flynn during the 1976-77 school year and
also will be implemented in varying degrees in several other
elementary schools.

After reading the final report I believe that the pilot pro-
ject was successful in achieveing its stated goals. The
summative evaluation concerning student achievement, although
not conclusive, indicates success in the area of student
achievement in reading. The positive results certainly
indicate the continued implementation of the program. As
the program continues, I believe the results will be vali-
dated.

Sincerely,

Mary O'Brien
Segment Admini trator
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Parent questionnaires were sent home three days prior to

the closing of the school year. This did not allow sufficient

time to send a second notice to parents not responding to the

first questionnaire. Questionnaires should have been sent home

two weeks prior to the closing of the school year. This would

have resulted in many more returns. I do feel howevert that

the percentage of positive responses would not have signifi-

cantly changed.
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